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Abstract

A general model is described that views similarity judgment as a contrasting of product features. The relative influence of common and distinctive features on perceived similarity is considered a function of the context or task environment. A memory probe is used to measure the common and distinctive features consumers associate with various products. The feature measures are then used to estimate the model under three different task environments: similarity, dissimilarity, and subject/referent similarity. The results support the model and the effect of the task environment on judgments of interproduct similarity.
Similarity plays an important role in marketing and in the formulation of marketing strategy. Multidimensional scaling of similarity judgments facilitates product positioning and new product design (Johnson, 1971; Shocker and Srinivasan, 1979). Moreover, attaining a level of perceived similarity or dissimilarity with other products is often the goal of product positioning strategies. Earning a place in the "evoked set" of the consumer may, for example, depend on a product's perceived similarity to other brands. The categorization of consumer products (Day, Shocker & Srivastava, 1979; Gutman, 1980) and objects in general (Rosch, 1975) also depends critically on notions of similarity or substitutability.

It seems important, therefore, to understand the process by which consumers judge similarity. This requires an understanding of both how consumers cognitively represent products and how the information in these representations is used to arrive at a judgment in various contexts. In marketing, similarity relations have been analyzed primarily through the use of spatial representations, such as those produced by multidimensional scaling, discriminant analysis, and factor analysis (Hauser & Koppelman, 1979). Such representations view products as points in a space varying on a small number of continuous dimensions. Although spatial representations have proven very useful, they do not completely explain how consumers cognitively represent or describe products. Consider that many products may be represented using dichotomous features, where products either do or do not contain an attribute, rather than continuous dimensions (Tversky, 1977; Garner, 1978; Johnson, 1981). While, for example, a two-dimensional space may show two beers as having some degree of "lightness" and "sweetness," consumers may simply represent the beers as ''light'' and "sweet.''

Furthermore, the process by which consumers use their cognitive representations to produce similarity judgments has received very little attention in marketing (Johnson, 1981).

This paper describes a psychological model of similarity, referred to as the contrast model (Tversky, 1977), and examines the model's ability to account for consumer judgments of interproduct similarity. More specifically, the goal of this research is to provide a direct test of the model. Previous studies have failed to provide such a test. After describing the model and its advantages, a procedure is outlined for estimating the model. The procedure uses memory probes to measure associated product features. The model is then estimated across three different proximity tasks: similarity, dissimilarity and subject/referent similarity. Finally, the important marketing and marketing research implications of the model are discussed.
**THE CONTRAST MODEL**

Consumers represent products and judge similarity using a limited number of relevant attributes. Marketers, using spatial representations, often view these attributes as continuous dimensions. Assuming continuous dimensions, however, limits our view of how consumers represent products and judge similarity. The representation of products is often based on very simple, dichotomous dimensions or features, such as whether an ice cream is considered "old fashioned" (Green, Wind & Claycamp, 1975) or a soft-drink is a "cola" (Cooper, 1973). Psychologically, features do seem to be far different from more continuous dimensions. The importance of feature-based representations in psychological theory, originally investigated by Restle (1959), is evidenced by their extensive use in modeling cognitive processes, including semantic judgment (Smith, Shoben & Rips, 1974), preferential choice (Tversky, 1972) and, importantly, proximity judgment (Tversky, 1977; Shepard & Arabie, 1979).

As an alternative to dimensional approaches, Tversky (1977) has proposed a general model of interobject similarity, called the contrast model. The model views similarity judgments as the result of contrasting common and distinctive features. Tversky provides considerable support for the model in studies involving people, countries, faces, forms, and figures (Sattath & Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati, 1978, 1982; Gati & Tversky, 1982). A major advantage of the contrast model is its ability to explain and predict the influence of context or task environments on proximity judgments. This is particularly important from a managerial perspective. The consumer's environment for comparing products, as in the case of a comparative advertisement, is often a controllable marketing variable. Unfortunately, feature-based approaches to similarity, particularly the contrast model, have received little attention in marketing. It is important, therefore, to look more closely at the contrast model and its ability to describe the way consumers judge similarity.

In his original study, Tversky argues that the assessment of similarity between certain objects is best described as a comparison or "contrast" of features. When faced with a similarity task, people extract and compile from remembered information a limited list of relevant features. Their judgment of similarity is based on a comparison of these features. Formally stated, the similarity between two objects, \( s(a,b) \), where \( a \) and \( b \) are associated with feature sets \( A \) and \( B \), respectively, is
\[
s(a,b) = \theta f(A \cap B) - \alpha f(A - B) - \beta f(B - A)
\] (1)

where \( \theta, \alpha, \beta \geq 0 \)

Accordingly, the similarity between two objects is a function of their common features, \((A \cap B)\), features common to a but not to b, \((A - B)\), and features common to b but not a, \((B - A)\). Equation (1) expresses the proximity of a and b as a linear combination, or a contrast, of their common and distinctive features. Overall similarity increases with the measure of common features and decreases with the measure of distinctive features. The parameters \( \theta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \) are weights representing the importance of the individual feature sets toward the similarity judgment. The model is not limited to situations where objects are described only by features. As Tversky and Gati argue, "Any nominal variable with more than two levels can always be expressed in terms of binary features by using dummy variables" (1982, p. 126). Importantly, as a psychological model, equation (1) is not restricted to feature-based representations.

The \( f \) function in the model measures the salience of features and their contribution to similarity, which is assumed to be monotonic and nonnegative. Both intensive and diagnostic factors affect attribute or feature salience (Tversky 1977). Intensive factors increase the inherent intensity or signal-to-noise ratio of an attribute. Diagnostic attributes are those that distinguish among alternatives in the stimulus set. The diagnosticity of an attribute depends on the objects under study. When judging the similarity among various automobiles, for example, globally common features, such as the fact that all cars have four wheels, are nondiagnostic and unlikely to affect the judgments. If, however, motorcycles are added to the set of stimuli, the number of wheels becomes diagnostic and may affect the judgments. Hence the perceived similarity of a Ford and a Volvo increases when a motorcycle is added to the comparisons.

The contrast model offers advantages that aid in understanding consumer judgments of interproduct similarity. In particular, the model highlights the possible differential importance of the one common and two distinctive feature sets across task environments. The model describes a wide range of proximity relations depending on the weights placed on the three sets of features. The weights themselves depend largely on the context or specific proximity task involved.

One context hypothesis is that the weight of common and distinctive features differs for similarity and dissimilarity judgments. When judging similarity, it seems natural to focus on
what alternatives have in common ($\theta > \alpha + \beta$). Alternatively, when judging dissimilarity, we may focus more on what is distinctive to the alternatives ($\alpha + \beta > \theta$). Thus, although similarity and dissimilarity are often assumed to be perfectly negatively correlated, this need not be the case. If a pair of alternatives has both many common and many distinctive features, it may be both more similar in a similarity task and more different in a dissimilarity task than another pair of alternatives, with fewer common and distinctive features. East Germany and West Germany, for example, were judged by Tversky's subjects as being both more similar and more dissimilar than were Ceylon and Nepal. Intuitively, the former pair of countries has both more common and more distinctive features than the latter. Using consumer products, Johnson (1981) found judgments of similarity and dissimilarity to be poorly correlated for soft-drinks and beer. Coke and Pepsi, for example, were judged as very similar in a similarity context and very dissimilar in a dissimilarity context. In the same study, however, judgments of similarity and dissimilarity among fruits were highly negatively correlated.

That the contrast model emphasizes the effect of common features on proximity is itself an advantage. In the contrast model, the addition of a common feature to a pair of products increases their similarity. Although dimensionally based spatial representations also allow for common features or invariant dimensions, the interpretation of product differences may be more salient. Adding dimensions on which products are invariant does not affect "distance" in a product space. It is important to recognize the effect of common features on judgments when analyzing similarity data. In fact, separate analyses may be required for consumers emphasizing many and few common features (or invariant dimensions), respectively.

Another context hypothesis concerns subject/referent similarity judgments. When consumers are asked to make judgments in a subject/referent format (e.g., "How similar is a to b?" where a is the subject and b is the referent), the focus may be more on the subject. The subject's features are then weighed more heavily than the referent's. The result is that the distinctive features of the subject detract more from similarity than do the distinctive features of the referent. The importance of this hypothesis is that context asymmetries in similarity result (i.e., where the similarity of a to b differs from the similarity of b to a) when alternatives differ in the number of distinctive features (assuming features are equally salient).

Asymmetric judgments have been reported for a wide range of stimuli. Tversky & Gati (1978; see also Tversky, 1977), for example, found subjects' ratings of the similarity of North Korea to Red China to be greater than the similarity of Red
China to North Korea. This result is explained by the greater number of distinctive features associated with Red China. Since the focus is on the subject, Red China's distinctive features detract more from similarity when Red China is the subject rather than the referent in the comparison. Similarly, Johnson (1981) found contextual asymmetries again among brands of soft-drinks and beer, but not among fruits. For example, Shasta Cola was judged more similar to Coke than Coke was to Shasta. This is also explained by assuming that consumers associate more distinctive features with Coke.

An important aspect of the context effects reported above is that they fail to test directly the model's ability to explain how consumers produce judgments of similarity. Assumptions concerning associated features are required for context effects, such as asymmetric judgment, to be consistent with the model's predictions. In a marketing context, a more direct test of the model would be to actually estimate it using consumer products. One problem, however, is that the model is inestimable in its current form. Estimation requires some measure of the common and distinctive features associated with the objects in question along with tolerable assumptions regarding the nature of the functions underlying equation (1). An estimation procedure is proposed below in order to provide a more direct test of the model.

**MODEL ESTIMATION**

The effect of common and distinctive features on proximity judgments may be estimated by either directly or indirectly controlling associated product features. Using the direct method, Gati & Tversky (1984) assessed the effect of an attribute as a common or distinctive feature by adding the component to either one of two stimuli or to both and comparing the judgments. Using several laboratory stimuli, the model was supported. This direct method is, however, unrealistic when using established consumer products. It is simply unreasonable to presume control over the features consumers associate with Coca-Cola or Budweiser Beer.

An alternative method of estimating the model, involving more indirect control over associated attributes, uses a memory probe to measure the size of the three feature sets (Rosch & Mervis, 1975). Subjects are asked to list the characteristic features or attributes that come to mind for a particular product or object. Data may be elicited either verbally or in writing. Ideally, a verbal listing minimizes any interference with the recall process. A time constraint on the listing should
protect the validity of this type of measure (Ericsson & Simon, 1980). The constraint should allow sufficient time to list all immediately salient associations while reducing the chance of spurious elaboration.

Associated features are then coded to estimate the respective feature sets. The features listed for each pair of products by each subject are coded as either common or distinctive. It is possible at this point to obtain weights for individual features and incorporate them into estimates of the feature sets. Either self-reported weights or weights inferred from order of elicitation, for example, may be useful. At this stage of the theoretical research, however, a reasonable assumption can be made that, in conjunction with the memory probe, allows estimation of the model. Simply assume that a measure of the common and distinctive feature sets is obtained by counting the number of features elicited for each pair of products by each subject and averaging across subjects. A linear regression of average proximity judgments against the average number of features in each feature set then provides estimates of the effect of each feature set on the judgments.

This procedure is used here to estimate the model and the effect of common and distinctive features on judgments of interproduct similarity, dissimilarity, and subject/referent similarity. Tversky (1977) reports an estimation of the model using a similar procedure (r = .87), although his results did not involve consumer products. In addition, the estimation here, unlike Tversky's, involves different task environments. Therefore, the estimation also provides a test of the contextual influence of associated features on proximity. The products and judgments used to estimate the model were taken from the Johnson (1981) study involving the three different proximity tasks. A total of 87 subjects were divided among 4 different treatment groups or conditions. One group of subjects judged the similarity among pairs of colas, noncolas, beers, and fruits. A second group judged dissimilarity among the same pairs. A third group judged the subject/referent similarity of a to b among the above pairs along with pairs of desserts and appliances. Finally, a fourth group judged the subject/referent similarity of b to a among the same pairs as group three.

**Procedure**

After obtaining judgments in each condition, each subject's memory was probed for each of the products used in the study. Subjects were asked to list, in writing, all of the attributes that came to mind when they thought about a given product.
Subjects were instructed to spend no more than 2 minutes on each product and then to move on. A written format was used so that all subjects could be run concurrently through the experiment.

To estimate the model the memory probes for each subject on each product pair were coded for common and distinctive features. To remain simple and objective, attributes were coded as different features if different words were used and coded as common features as long as the same wording was used. It should be noted that although the coding is objective, it may be biased. Consider that one product may be "sweet" while another is "sugary" or one may be "sour" while another is "tart." Associations coded as distinctive may be semantically similar and treated by subjects as common features that increase overall similarity. Given the size of the task and the objective nature of the instructions, one judge coded the 3,463 protocol pairs. As a reliability check, a second judge coded the protocols from the first five subjects. Interjudge reliability, the probability that coding by one judge agrees with the coding of a second judge, was high (.93). Systematic differences were resolved by discussion and incorporated into the coding of the remaining subjects.

After adding up the respective common and distinctive features in each pair protocol, measures of the three feature sets were obtained by averaging across subjects in each condition. The average number of common and distinctive features for subjects in each of the four groups were then regressed against the corresponding proximity judgments. As there were relatively few brands in each product category in the original study (five brands each for colas, noncolas, beer, and fruit; three brands each for desserts and appliances), the data were combined across categories for the analysis. There were a total of 40 average similarities and dissimilarities each (10 possible pairs in each of 4 categories) and 46 average subject/referent similarities each (all possible within category pairs). The original judgments were obtained using scales ranging from "not at all similar" to "very similar" for the two types of similarity judgments and from "not at all dissimilar" to "very dissimilar" for the dissimilarity judgments.

In an attempt to reduce error, a second measure of the products' feature sets was operationalized. Subjects from all 4 task conditions were used to estimate the feature sets for the 40 test pairs that appeared across the 4 conditions (beers, colas, noncolas, and fruits). The model was estimated a second time for these 40 pairs using the average number of features recalled across all subjects. Although the analysis is no longer strictly based on the subjects producing the judgments, the feature set estimates are based on a much larger sample.
If the contrast model describes how consumers judge proximity, common features should add to similarity and detract from dissimilarity, whereas distinctive features should detract from similarity and add to dissimilarity. The four sets of judgments provide separate tests of this hypothesis, and the validity of the model, for both of the feature set measures. The influence of the specific task on the weight of common and distinctive features is also tested. The regression weight in a multiple correlation along with the individual correlation of distinctive features should increase when judging dissimilarity relative to judging similarity. Finally, the distinctive features of the subject should receive more weight than the distinctive features of the referent in the subject/referent judgments.

Results

The regression results are shown in Table 1. The columns, from left to right, represent the dependent variable or judgment used in the estimation (i.e., similarity, dissimilarity, or subject/referent similarity), the regression weight of common
features toward the judgment, the regression weight of the distinctive features of the alternative on the left when judging similarity or dissimilarity (i.e., the distinctive features of a when judging "How similar are a and b?'') or the subject in the case of subject/referent judgments (i.e., the distinctive features of a when judging "How similar is a to b?''), the regression weight of the distinctive features of the alternative on the right or the referent (i.e., the distinctive features of b), and the correlation coefficients. The correlation matrix of all the variables is presented in Table 2, with the values in each cell, from top to bottom, representing the correlation between judgments of similarity, dissimilarity, subject/referent similarity of a to b, and subject/referent similarity of b to a, respectively, and the feature set estimates (including total distinctive features) obtained from subjects within each of the respective conditions. Correlation coefficients between these judgments and the feature set estimates based on all possible subjects are presented in parentheses.

The multiple correlations between the three feature sets and the judgments in Table 1 are all reasonably high. Moving from the top half to the bottom half of Table 1, using all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Correlation Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simil. (a to b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Features</td>
<td>.433 (.592)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive Features of Left/Subject</td>
<td>-.472 (-.457)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive Features of Right/Referent</td>
<td>-.288 (-.444)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Distinctive Features</td>
<td>-.463 (-.479)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible subjects to estimate the feature sets as opposed to the subset of subjects making the judgments, improves the fit in each case. (The average correlation increases from .71 to .82.) This result suggests that there is more error in measuring the feature sets than there are differences in feature set sizes from group to group. Importantly, the weights on the respective feature sets in Table 1, as well as the individual correlations in Table 2, are in the hypothesized direction in all cases. Common features add to similarity and detract from dissimilarity, whereas distinctive features have the opposite effect. This result supports the effect of both common and distinctive features on each type of judgment as predicted by the contrast model. Considering that several categories are included in each type of judgment, the results are theoretically promising. Explanatory power is high even though judgments were made on the same scale across categories, suggesting that the same or a similar cognitive process is involved when producing the judgments independent of the category.

The weights in the multiple regressions should, naturally, be interpreted with caution. The disproportionately large weights on common features in Table 1 may, for example, be due to subjects eliciting, on average, fewer common than distinctive features (.35 versus 4.70). The bias inherent in the coding instructions probably contributes to this result. Recall that attributes may have been coded as different even though they are semantically similar.

The influence of common as opposed to distinctive features across tasks, as revealed in both Tables 1 and 2, supports the hypothesized difference in the similarity and dissimilarity judgments. The relative weight of common features in Table 1 decrease in the Table 1 decreases in the dissimilarity task relative to the three similarity tasks, whereas weights on the distinctive features are roughly compatible. Perhaps more importantly, the independent correlation of total distinctive features to judgments in Table 2 is highest in the dissimilarity task, whereas the correlation to common features is generally highest in the similarity tasks. The interpretability of this result is supported by the minimal correlation between common features and total distinctive features across subjects ($r = .001$).

Finally, the results at the bottom of Table 1 show the distinctive features of the subject receiving more weight than the distinctive features of the referent for subjects making subject/referent judgments. However, the alternative on the left, when making both similarity and dissimilarity judgments, also received more weight than the alternative on the right. This suggests that the weight placed on the subject in a
subject/referent judgment may be explained by a simple left to right attention bias. The two distinctive feature sets were, however, overall highly correlated ($r = .77$), making a comparison of these particular weights problematic.

As predicted by the contrast model, proximity judgments are well predicted by a simple linear combination or contrast of the average number of common and distinctive features associated with the products being judged. Both theoretical and methodological considerations prevent the correlations from being even higher. Incorporating individual differences in feature salience should improve the fit of the model. A memory probe is also an imperfect measure of associated features. Features may be recalled that are very indirectly associated with products yet easy to recall. Finally, even if the probe were considered perfect, the coding of common and distinctive features is not.

The memory probe not only allows for estimation of the model but also helps explain the results of the Johnson (1981) study. In that study, pairs of soft-drinks and beers produced context effects (asymmetries and low correlations between and dissimilarities), whereas pairs of fruits, for example, did not. In hindsight, the categories in which task effects occurred were those with the higher feature set differences. The memory probe results reveal that individual colas, beers, and noncolas differed on average by 1.05, .90, and .89 features recalled, respectively, whereas the corresponding figure for fruits was only .30. It is important from a marketing management perspective to remember that the model predicts task effects only when significant feature set variance exists, again assuming equal feature salience. These results show that a memory probe is one way to determine if such differences exist.

**DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS**

Much of the beauty of the contrast model lies in its generality. Generality, however, has an obvious trade-off. While offering important insights, the model has basic limitations. First, it is only a structural theory of how concepts or objects are represented. Although equation (1) highlights the differential importance of features, it does not specifically address the psychological process of judging similarity or how the contrasting of features proceeds (Lopes & Johnson, 1982). A second general limitation is that, whereas contributing factors are discussed, the $f$ function is left unspecified. This is particularly important from a managerial perspective and may
limit the model's usefulness. Although diagnostic attributes or features may be surmised from the products of interest, the differential intensity or weighting of individual features may not. Equal intensity cannot always be assumed. Even though one product may have fewer distinctive features than another, its features may be more salient. Even if features are equally salient, the addition of features may not have equivalent effects on overall similarity in the judgmental process. There may be some threshold or minimal feature set size required before judgments are affected. Judgments may also become satiated where, after a number of common (distinctive) features are considered, additional features have no effect. There may, in fact, be a different relationship describing the effect of additions to each of the three feature sets. At this point the nature of the/function is purely speculative. Many interesting questions are unresolved, leaving the model incomplete.

Nevertheless, the ability of the model to account for the various judgments despite the imperfections is interesting. As long as the numerical size of the feature sets can be estimated, much of the variance is accounted for. This result is consistent with the "robust beauty" of unit weighted models in predicting the output of other judgment tasks (Einhom & Hogarth, 1975; Dawes, 1979). That a simple model explains the data quite well, even when judgments across product categories are combined, suggests the use of a relatively simple cognitive process when performing similarity tasks. One such process, proposed by Lopes & Johnson (1982; see also Lopes & Oden, 1980), views subjects as producing similarities by "anchoring" on the similarity value of some salient attribute and adjusting the value, taking into account information from other attributes. These attributes may be either features or dimensions. Anchoring and adjusting (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) is a simple, serial process that is quite compatible with the contrast model and, in fact, makes it more complete.

Interestingly, anchoring and adjustment leads to judgmental primacy (where an anchor receives relatively more weight toward a judgment than do individual adjustments). Thus the ability of the task environment to affect the weight of the three feature sets may be the result of both feature set relevance and the anchoring process. First, certain features may receive more weight simply because they are more relevant to the judgment, such as common features in a similarity task or distinctive features in a dissimilarity task. Second, these features may receive additional weight because the context leads to an anchoring of attention on the more relevant attributes. In a subject/referent context, for example, the features of the subject may be weighted heavily both because they are more
relevant to the judgment and because they receive initial
attention. Of course it may be that primacy is simply the result
of task relevance and does not operate independently. Future
research might explore this question.

Viewing interproduct similarity as contrasting features
that vary from task to task has important marketing
implications. Traditionally, product positions have been
analyzed using primarily dimensional, spatial representations.
As noted earlier, unlike the contrast model, spatial
representations may not highlight the features that products
have in common. Adding common features or invariant dimensions
to a spatial analysis has no explicit effect on proximity. As a
result, marketers concerned with the limits of competition or
product market boundaries (Day, Shocker & Srivastava, 1979;
Srivastava, Alpert & Shocker, 1984) may find spatial
representations of limited use. Whether or not products or
product categories are viable substitutes depends critically on
what they are perceived to have in common. By making common
features more explicit, the contrast model may prove to be very
useful in this regard.

A second limitation of the traditional spatial analysis of
markets is that the positioning strategies and new product ideas
that follow are typically bounded by the dimensions of the space
(Crawford, 1983). Spatial analysis diverts attention away from
strategies and product concepts based on either completely new
product attributes or attributes new to the category or
consideration set. While, for example, a spatial analysis might
suggest developing a wine with "fewer calories" or a "lighter
taste," it is unlikely to suggest developing a "wine cooler." A
strategic advantage of the contrast model is that it is not
limited to existing category attributes. The simplicity of the
model is one of its main advantages. According to the model,
adding common features to a product, via product design or
promotion, for example, will facilitate a positioning strategy
aimed at getting closer to one or more competitors.
Alternatively, adding and highlighting distinctive features is
critical when differentiating a product. Importantly, both
strategies are consistent with what marketers actually do.

The contrast model's ability to explain and predict the
effect of the task environment on perceived proximity also has
important product positioning implications. In situations where
products differ in number of associated features (as in the case
of a new versus an established product), a marketer's control
over the task environment can be used to facilitate positioning.
If the goal is to position a new brand close to an established
brand, the established brand may be used successfully as a
referent in product comparisons, such as in a comparative
advertisement. Using the established brand as a referent will minimize the effect of the brand's distinctive features on consumer perceptions. Conversely, if the goal is to differentiate a product, an established brand may be used effectively as the subject of the comparison in order to highlight the differences between the products.

From a methodological standpoint, it is important for marketers to recognize whether consumers represent products using features or dimensions when choosing a similarity scaling procedure. First, procedures differ in their implicit representation of stimuli. Although continuous dimensions are readily interpreted using product space procedures, such as multidimensional scaling, features are more directly interpreted using network scaling procedures, such as hierarchical clustering (Johnson, 1967), additive clustering (Arabie et al., 1981) or additive trees (Sattah & Tversky, 1977). Urban, Johnson & Hauser (1984), for example, use a hierarchical tree procedure to model competitive market structures in which the branches of the trees represent different product features (e.g., foreign versus U.S, automobiles or ground versus instant coffee). Second, scaling procedures fit proximity data better when the stimulus representation is congruent with the representation implicit in the output of the procedure (Pruzansky, Tversky & Carroll, 1982). Implicitly dimensional product space procedures should, therefore, be more appropriate when consumers use dimensions to judge similarity, whereas implicitly feature-based additive tree procedures should be appropriate when consumers use features. Of course, products need not be strictly feature or dimensionally based. As Shepard (1980) points out, even for the same set of stimuli, different methods for analyzing similarity, assuming qualitatively different representations, may bring out different yet equally important aspects of the true underlying psychological representation.

CONCLUSION

Although similarity is recognized as fundamental to marketing and marketing strategy, little attention has been paid to the way similarity judgments are produced. Viewing similarity judgment as a contrast of common and distinctive features appears useful. The results reported here support common and distinctive features as having predictable directional effects on proximity judgments. The results also support the difference in similarity and dissimilarity judgments reported previously. By using the memory probe procedure outlined here, managers can
use the contrast model to predict how consumers will judge proximity in various contexts. In many cases it may be useful to view products as being associated with sets of common and distinctive features as well as varying on more continuous dimensions.
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